TO: All Bidders

FROM: City of Cambridge

DATE: April 8, 2022

RE: File No. 10221 Cambridge Electrical Dept - The Shop - Slab Replacement – Addendum No. 3

This addendum is comprised of:

1. Questions and Answers
2. Clarifications to Drawings

The following Questions were asked and Answered:

Question: What is the height of the rebuild 12” masonry wall? No elevations or floor heights provided?
Answer: Clear height to underside of structure varies due to waffle slab construction and age of structure. Clear height from basement to Level 1 top of slab is nominally 8'-6" with a 11" thick waffle slab/3" thk pans. Wall height therefore does not exceed 8'-3".

Question: There are no notes indicated to install spiral ties for masonry repairs, please advise.
Answer: At this time no masonry surface repairs are anticipated, just repointing and full thickness rebuild/infill wall sections as shown on the drawings. Spiral ties were included in the specification in case of later requirement for a superficial repair.

Question: Which trade is responsible to clean and paint (ZRC) the called out steel lintels?
Answer: To be carried out by steel subcontractor.

Question: Which trade is responsible for furnishing and installing the Hilti HY-270 at top of walls?
Answer: This product is called for at the steel cap plate to existing column connection detail, and is expected to be provided by the GC or their steel subcontractor.
Clarifications for Drawings:
Hilti anchor reference on dwg 6A/S713 to read “1/4” HILTI KWIK-CONN II+ SCREW ANCHORS, 1 3/4” EMBED” in lieu of “¾” DIAM HILTI HY-270 WITH 8” EMBEDMENT – TO BE CONFIRMED”.

All other details remain the same.

Elizabeth Unger
Purchasing Agent
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